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Very Important

Proximity to public facilities
(Schools, parks, etc.)
Condition of existing infrastructure
Neighborhoods with many lowincome or minority households

Top Challenges to Traveling Safely in Arlington
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Volume of people walking & biking
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Who Provided Input?
(By Relationship to County)
Survey

County staff are using your input
to define actions that can make it
safer to get around Arlington.

Prioritizing Safety Investments – Which Factors are Most Important?

Missing or inadequate
bicycle facilities

• Two virtual
presentations with Q&A
(63 attendees/ viewers)
• 495 form responses
• 2,137 map
comments
Pop-Up Events
from 466 people
about 1,657 map points
• 4 phone line participants

Respondents ranked speeding,
distracted driving, unsafe roadway
intersections, and unsafe bicycle or
pedestrian crossings as the top
challenges to safe travel in
Arlington County.

Missing or inadequate
sidewalks or curbs

How We Shared &
Gathered Information

Vision Zero is a comprehensive and
holistic strategy to eliminate
transportation-related fatalities and
serious injuries. We are currently
working with you—members of the
community—to create an Action
Plan to achieve our Vision Zero
safety goals.

Unsafe bicycle or
pedestrian crossings

Better understand our
community’s transportation
priorities and experiences.

Arlington County asked for public
feedback on transportation safety
concerns and priorities in the
County.

Unsafe intersections or
driveways

Engagement Objective

Vision Zero Priorities

In 2019, the Arlington County Board
committed to enhancing safety on
the County's transportation system
by adopting Vision Zero.

Distracted users

Activities Completed
in October 2020

Vision Zero Overview

Speeding / aggressive
driving

COMMUNITY
INPUT
SUMMARY
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Arlington’s Safety Input Mapped
Arlington County asked you to map specific locations of concern for various transportation safety issues. Results
for the 1,657 points placed on the map are shown below.
25%

Map dots each represent one dot
placed on the interactive map. Colors
of dots correspond to categories as
shown on the chart to the left.

20%

Unsafe transit station/stop

Maintenance issue

Missing or poor lighting

Other

Traffic pattern/signage

Poor walking conditions

Speeding

0%

Poor biking conditions
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Unsafe crossing

10%

Intersection safety/conflict

15%

Map Point Categories
(% of 1,657 points placed on the map)

Key Findings
We are using your input to finalize our Vision Zero
safety action items within the framework of the Vision
Zero goals and priorities we have developed together.
For example:
• We will review speeds on the High-Injury Network
and roads with speed limits over 30mph to identify
and deploy speed reduction measures.
• We will revisit and revise our guidelines for
crosswalks and trail crossings to ensure they follow
the latest industry standards and leave room for
creative engineering solutions.
• To reduce distraction and other negative behaviors,
we will use data to target education campaigns to

areas where these behaviors are common.
• We will make it easier for community members to
report problems and safety concerns by creating a
one-stop-shop for reporting on the County website.
• We are working to secure funding for both small
and large scale safety projects to improve the areas
that you helped us identify for improvement!
Stay Involved!
The Vision Zero Action Plan will outline specific
actions for Arlington County to take to eliminate
transportation-related deaths and serious injuries on
our streets, sidewalks, and trails. Sign up for the email
list to stay up-to-date on opportunities to review the
draft plan in early 2021.

Learn more about Arlington County Vision Zero at
transportation.arlingtonva.us/vision-zero/

